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Abstract.

The efficiency of electron cyclotron heating is determined by the microwave

absorption of the plasma. Good microwave absorption is also crucial for the machine

safety. In this paper we present a method of evaluating the microwave absorption

coefficient from stray radiation measurements. Evolution of the X2 microwave

absorption coefficient in Wendelstein 7-X during the start up phase is presented in

this paper, as well as an estimate of the O2 absorption coefficient.
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Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) is the main heating mechanism in

Wendelstein 7-X [1–3]. The ECRH system is capable of delivering 5 MW at 140 GHz

in the first operational phase OP1.1 and up to 9 MW in the next campaign OP1.2

scheduled in 2017. Operating at such high power, the knowledge of the microwave

absorption is crucial for understanding the physics of heating and for the machine

safety. Wendelstein 7-X is equipped with five absolutely calibrated sniffer probes, equally

toroidally distributed in the machine [4]. Sniffer probes measure the distribution of

ECRH stray radiation energy flux in the machine. The distribution of stray radiation

is determined by power balance and described by the multiresonator model [5]:

P
in,stray
k = Aeff,k · pk +

∑

j 6=k

Sj,k(pk − pj), (1)

where P in,stray
k is input power of stray radiation in the resonator k; Aeff,k is an effective

black surface area of the resonator k, that absorbs all the incident stray radiation. It

can be expressed as in Eq. (2); pk is the stray radiation energy flux in resonator k; index

j runs through all the resonators in the considered system except resonator k; Sj,k is an

interface area between resonator j and resonator k.
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Effective absorption area is defined in the following way:

Aeff =

M∑

i=1

Aiηi, (2)

where index i runs through the different absorption areas of the considered cavity with

the surface area Ai and microwave absorption ηi. In fact, the value of Aeff determines

the quality factor of a resonator: the bigger the effective absorption area is, the smaller

the Q factor of the resonator.

The input power for stray radiation in application to Wendelstein 7-X can be expressed

as a function of gyrotron power and directed beam absorption:

P
in,stray
k = P

gyrotron
k (1− ηdir.beam), (3)

where P
in,stray
k is the input power of stray radiation in resonator k and a source term

in Eq. (1); P gyrotron
k is the gyrotron power injected into the resonator k; ηdir.beam is an

absorption coefficient of the directed beam. One should note that ηdir.beam is not a single

pass absorption of the ECRH beam by plasma, although it is a related quantity. In the

assumption that all the gyrotron radiation is either absorbed by plasma or goes into

stray radiation, ηdir.beam shows which part of the gyrotron power never becomes stray

radiation. It is illustrated in Fig. 1. An important property of directed beam absorption

is that it cannot be smaller than single pass absorption.

The microwave absorption coefficient of the plasma ηdir.beam can be found by forward

modeling, when the output of the multiresonator model is compared with the sniffer

probe readings. The ECRH launchers are located in modules one and five of the machine.

Due to the relatively large influence of directed beam on sniffer probe measurements

in these modules, only the measurements of sniffer probes from modules two, three,

and four are used for the fitting. An example of applying the method is illustrated in

Fig. 2. The figure shows an evolution of the microwave absorption coefficient for X2

polarized ECRH beam. Withing 10 ms the absorption coefficient increases from about

25% to nearly 100%. The total injected RF power is displayed in the middle panel. The

change in the energy flux of stray radiation in module three, the most remote position

in the vessel from the ECRH launchers, is depicted in the lower panel of the graph. The

measurement was done by the sniffer probe diagnostic with 0.5 ms averaging.

In order to demonstrate sensitivity, the method was tested with the modulated

gyrotron power, launched either in X2 or in O2 mode. In the first experiment

(27.01.2016, 15:17:34 UTC) the bulk plasma was heated by 3.5 MW ECRH in X2

mode. The resulted plasma had an electron temperature of 8 keV and density of 3 · 1019

m−3. The power of the D5 gyrotron installed in module 5 was modulated in the range

from 120 kW to 200 kW in X2 mode. The power of the D5 gyrotron is shown in the

upper left panel of Fig. 3. Red and black markers denote time stamps of the maximum

and minimum power during the modulation. The contribution of the D5 gyrotron to

the total RF power is displayed in the upper right panel of the same graph. The red

and black markers depict the same time as in the upper left panel. The corresponding

energy flux of stray radiation, measured by the sniffer probe in module three, is shown
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Figure 1. Sketch illustrating the difference between first pass absorption in plasma

(left) and the directed beam absorption. The directed polarized radiation is depicted

by solid arrows and randomly polarized isotropic stray radiation is represented by

dashed lines (right). The first pass absorption describes the attenuation of directed

and polarized radiation after passing through plasma and the directed beam absorption

coefficient describes which part of the input power from the gyrotron is not converted

into stray radiation.

in the bottom left panel. It is difficult to distinguish between the red and the black

markers, seemingly the power modulation brings little difference into the total stray

radiation pattern. Indeed, the results of conditional averaging for the sniffer probes in

modules two, three, and four, shown as blue bars in the bottom right panel of Fig. 3,

demonstrate very low values. The fit of the data, demonstrated in the same panel by

red bars, results in the microwave absorption coefficient for the X2 mode in such plasma

of 96.5%.

The next experiment on 27.01.2016 at 15:22:59 was a repeat of the previous with

the same plasma parameters, however the D5 gyrotron was operating in the O2 mode.

The corresponding time trace of stray radiation in module three is shown in the left

panel of Fig. 4. The change in stray radiation level due to the power modulation of the

D5 gyrotron obtained by conditional averaging and its numerical fit are depicted in the

right panel of Fig. 4. The microwave absorption coefficient for O2 mode in such plasma

equals to 76%, which agrees well with TRAVIS [6] simulations for first path absorption

of O2 of 72% for such plasma parameters. The average standard deviation of conditional

averaging of the three sniffer probes is 19%. In order to perform the sensitivity analysis

of the method, the fitting was done for the scaled averaged sniffer probe measurements

with the scaling factor of 100% ± 19%. Absorption coefficient values obtained from

forward modeling ranges from 68% to 79%. This shows a small elasticity of the inferred
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Figure 2. Plasma start-up phase of the Wendelstein 7-X experiment with helium

plasmas on 27.01.2016 at 15:11:46 UTC. ECRH switches on at 0 ms. Inferred evolution

of the microwave absorption coefficient for the X2 polarized ECRH radiation is shown in

the upper panel; total ECRH injected into Wendelstein 7-X is depicted in the middle

panel; stray radiation energy flux in module three, measured by the sniffer probe

diagnostic is shown in the lower panel.

absorption coefficient to the sniffer probe reading, i.e. 1% error in the estimation of

stray radiation energy flux translates into much smaller error in the inferred microwave

absorption coefficient.

Conclusions

A new method for deducing the microwave absorption coefficient of plasma is developed.

The method is based on forward modeling of the stray radiation distribution in the

vacuum vessel of the machine with plasma and find fitting values for the effective

microwave absorption area and the microwave absorption coefficient. The microwave

absorption coefficient found in such a way represents the ratio of power that has never

contributed to the stray radiation level in the machine and the injected microwave

power. It is strongly related to the first pass absorption coefficient and by that we

mean that the first pass absorption coefficient cannot exceed the microwave absorption

coefficient computed by the presented method. However, in fully metallic machines like
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Figure 3. Wendelstein 7-X experiment on 27.01.2016 at 15:17:34 UTC. Upper left

panel: power modulation of the D5 gyrotron in X2 mode, red and black markers

indicate the time of maximum and minimum power during modulation. Upper right

panel: total RF power injected into the plasma. Bottom left panel: stray radiation

energy flux in module three. Bottom right panel: blue bars represent the change in

stray radiation energy flux due to the D5 gyrotron power modulation obtained by

conditional averaging, red bars depict numerical fit to the data.
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Figure 4. Wendelstein 7-X experiment on 27.01.2016 at 15:22:59 UTC. Left panel:

stray radiation energy flux in module three. Red and black markers represent show

the values of stray radiation at maximum and minimum power of the D5 gyrotron

during power modulation. Right panel: blue bars represent the change in stray

radiation energy flux due to the D5 gyrotron power modulation obtained by conditional

averaging, red bars depict numerical fit to the data.

Wendelstein 7-X with very little losses on the walls during reflections, the two coefficients

are rather close to each other, which is supported by ray-tracing using the TRAVIS code.

It is also worth noticing that in its first experimental campaign Wendelstein 7-X proved

that it can provide sufficient absorption of O2 radiation which makes high density

operation of the machine feasible.
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